Liquid is overheated and evaporated quickly when it enters into the environment with lower saturation pressure than that corresponding to its initial temperature. This phenomenon is known as the flash evaporation. A natural low-pressure environment and flash evaporation have unique characteristics and superiority in high altitude and outer space. Therefore, flash evaporation is widely used in aerospace. In this paper, spray flash evaporation and jet flash evaporation which are two different forms were introduced. Later, key attentions were paid to applications of flash evaporation in aerospace. For example, the flash evaporation has been used in the thermal control system of an aircraft and the propelling system of a microsatellite and oil supply system of a rocket motor. Finally, the latest progresses in the calculation model and numerical simulation of flash evaporation were elaborated.
Introduction
Liquid will be overheated and thereby evaporated when it enters into the environment with lower saturation pressure than that corresponding to its initial temperature. This phenomenon is called the flash evaporation [1] . Due to strong evaporation behavior, flash evaporation is accompanied with phase changes during absorption of heats. It has been used in more and more fields, including seawater desalination [2] , national defense [3] , health care [4, 5] , aerospace [6] , and electronic industry [7] . Vacuum and high-altitude environments are a natural low-pressure environment. With this advantage, flash evaporation has been extensively used in the aerospace field.
Recently, aerospace technology develops quickly. Aircrafts and spacecrafts have extensive applications and important significances in civil purpose, military purpose, and scientific exploration. They have become the research hotspot in the world. The former one includes planes, helicopters, and supersonic bomber. The latter one covers space shuttle, man-made earth satellite, manned spacecraft, space probe, and so on. Air vehicles often serve in high altitude or outer space. These spaces are tough environments with low temperature and low pressure. In these environments, air vehicles will experience high temperature and high-speed frictions at running through the atmospheric layers. These hostile environments influence the safe and stable running of air vehicles significantly [8] . This paper mainly addressed the following problems related to the applications of flash evaporation in aerospace:
(1) Air vehicles are equipped with tremendous electronic devices for the accurate control and management. Short-term high-power-consumption running of these electronic devices often will cause sharp temperature rises in local regions [9, 10] . If heats cannot be eliminated or diffused in time, large-scaled accumulation of heats will exceed the ultimate capacity of electronic devices. This will reduce the reliability of electronic devices and thereby cause failure of devices [11, 12] . This even will threaten lives of astronauts in a manned spacecraft. Therefore, effective heat management has important significance to electronic devices in air vehicles (2) A microsatellite has characteristics of high functional density, high flexibility, short R&D period, low R&D cost, and distributed combination into "virtual macrosatellite." It has become one of three research hotspot and development frontiers in the space technology field at present [13] . With small volume and low mass, a microsatellite can be used for launching of a pencil rocket. Moreover, the propelling system is required to have simple structure, low power consumption, low mass, and large specific impulse. Therefore, a microsatellite and a small satellite are often used in a liquefied gas propulsion program. The liquid propellant was sprayed directly into the outer space, microsatellites, and small satellites to gain thrust.
(3) Large spacecrafts, such as manned spacecrafts and space probes, have to be launched into the outer space at the essential speed by the thrust of the carrier rocket. Later, they make orbital motion based on inertia. The carrier rocket acquires the thrust by the fast full combustion of propellant and the release of high-temperature vapor. However, coking of fuel oil and delayed ignition may occur due to the low spray quality and long evaporation time of fuel oils. These problems restrict the fast high-efficiency combustion of fuel oils. Hence, how to gain high-quality spray and shorten the ignition time becomes key problems that have to be solved urgently in the rocket motor field.
Principle of Flash Evaporation
The boiling point of liquid working medium is increased with the growth of pressure. On the contrary, the boiling point decreases with the reduction of pressure. For example, the boiling point on the sea level is 100°C, but it decreases to 90°C at high mountains with an altitude of about 3 km. When the ambient pressure of high-temperature and high-pressure liquid drops sharply to lower than the saturated pressure corresponding to its initial temperature, the initial temperature of the liquid is higher than the boiling point under the corresponding pressure. In this case, the liquid is overheated and enters into the thermal imbalance. The liquid is evaporated quickly. This process is called the flash evaporation. Flash evaporation of single-component liquid is an isenthalpic process. It is generally processed into heat insulation. Therefore, the evaporation capacity in the flash evaporation of the single-component liquid is
where X is the mass percentage of evaporated liquid. If the enthalpies of liquid and vapor are unknown, the evaporation capacity can be calculated by the following formula:
where C p is the specific heat capacity of the liquid under the initial temperature and pressure (J/(kg·°C)). T u is the initial temperature of the liquid (°C). T d is the saturation temperature of the liquid under the reduced pressure (°C). H v is the latent heat of evaporation under the reduced pressure and its corresponding saturation temperature (J/kg). According to applications of flash evaporation in aerospace, flash evaporation is divided into two forms: spray flash evaporation and jet flash evaporation. The spray flash evaporation has sheltering of the hot surface in the spraying process. The jet flash evaporation has no sheltering of the hot surface. These two forms of flash evaporation are based on the principle of the same pressure drop. The spray flash evaporation is often used in aerospace electron cooling and spacecraft thermal control field. The jet flash evaporation is often used in the propelling system of spacecrafts and the fuel injection system of a rocket motor. Therefore, the spray flash evaporation has one additional process of arriving at the hot surface compared to the jet flash evaporation.
Spray Flash Evaporation.
Spray flash evaporation is mainly used in flash evaporation spray cooling in aerospace. It is the development of spray cooling under the evaporation mode and is used to gain the maximum heat exchange with unit volume of liquid working medium. Under vacuum conditions, flash evaporation spray cooling has unique advantages. The flash evaporation of liquid working medium can remove residual heats of spacecrafts without using other media. Generally, flash evaporation spray cooling is divided into two flash evaporation processes. One is the flash evaporation in the process when liquid drops fly before arriving at the cooled surface. It is called the droplet flash evaporation [6] . Droplets shrink and are cooled during the flash evaporation, thus influencing the temperature and size of the liquid film. The other one is the flash evaporation process when droplets form the liquid film on the cooled surface. It is called the liquid film flash evaporation. This is also the main heat transfer way in flash evaporation spray cooling. The general process of spray flash evaporation is to spray high-pressure liquid onto the low-pressure environment. Droplets are accompanied with flash evaporation impact after being sprayed and hit on the hot surface, forming the liquid film. Subsequently, heats on the hot surface are removed through flash evaporation and boiling of the liquid film. The physical images of flash evaporation spray cooling are shown in Figure 1 (a).
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International Journal of Aerospace Engineering 2.2. Jet Flash Evaporation. High-pressure liquid is sprayed onto the low-pressure environment, developing flash evaporation in the low-pressure environment after being overheated. This phenomenon is called jet flash evaporation in this paper and is also called the decompression flash evaporation by many scholars [14, 15] . However, it is called jet flash evaporation in order to be distinguished from the spray flash evaporation. The jet flash evaporation images which are recorded by the high-speed camera are shown in Figure 1 (b). In aerospace, jet flash evaporation mainly uses the vapor after the jet and acquires the counterforce. This counterforce is used as the propulsion unit of small-sized spacecrafts or is used in the fuel injection system in a rocket motor in order to gain high-quality fuel oil mist. In the internal combustion engine field, the spray flash evaporation of fuel oil is also called the flash boiling [16, 17] . [20] established a calculation model of flash evaporation of single lithium chloride droplet in vacuum. In this mode, it was hypothesized that heat transfer only occurs on the droplet surface. Natural convective heat transfer and heat transfer resistance in droplets are overlooked. This will influence the whole flash evaporation to some extent. Gao et al. also studied influences of the radiant heats to correct the calculation model. Isothermal treatment of droplets is performed in the model. However, there are great temperature gradients in droplets in practical conditions. Liu et al. [21, 22] proved the great temperature gradients in the droplets throughout the whole flash evaporation in vacuum conditions. Cheng et al. [23] corrected the thermal conductivity of droplets with considerations to influences of temperature gradient and connection on droplets. They also calculated flash evaporation characteristics of submicron droplets in millisecond in the vacuum environment. The energy equation is
Calculation Model and Numerical Simulation
where ρ 1 and c p are the density and specific heat capacity of droplets, respectively. T and τ are the temperature and time variables, respectively. k ef f = kθ. k and k ef f are the real heat conductivity of droplets and effective heat droplets corrected by convection in droplet, respectively. The mass equation is
where m and R are the mass evaporation rate and instantaneous radius of droplets, respectively. The evaporation equation controlled by diffusion is
where D v is the binary diffusion coefficient of droplets. P s , T s , P ∞ , and T ∞ are the vapor pressure and temperature on the droplet surface and in the environment. This single-droplet evaporation model is shown in Figure 2 . Based on this model, Chen et al. analyzed the influences of ambient pressure, initial diameter, and movement rate of droplets on droplet flash evaporation. They discovered that compared with the isothermal model, the model with effective heat conductivity correction can describe the droplet vacuum flash evaporation more accurately. Wu et al. [24] established the model to calculate evaporation of droplets in gas space based on the droplet surface diffusion and heat transfer on the droplet external surface under constant temperature boundary conditions. This 
where D d is the droplet diameter. M is the molecular mass of water. P r and T r are the pressure and temperature at the radius r. The droplet temperature distribution combines heat transfer between the droplet and environment as well as the evaporation heat transfer of droplets. Temperature changes of droplet are given by the following equation.
where c d is the droplet concentration. γ is the latent heat of evaporation. P sat T is the saturated vapor pressure under the temperature T. Changes of the droplet radius meet the following differential equation:
Wu et al. studied the influences of droplet ambient temperature, humidity, and droplet radius on droplet evaporation according to this model.
Wang et al. [25] reported one vacuum droplet flash evaporation mode different from that of Cheng et al. [23] . In other words, droplets are frozen before arriving at the heating surface. It is believed that droplets have experienced supercooling droplets, mixed droplets, and ice particles before arriving at the heating surface ( Figure 3) . A complete mathematical model was established to describe this process. They introduced the simple thermal equilibrium relationship and the phase transition model into Fick's first law to establish a one-dimensional droplet flash evaporation model. Influences of ambient pressure, temperature, droplet size, and droplet concentration on droplet phase transition were studied.
Xi et al. [26] proposed a new flash evaporation model of fuel oil droplets. This model involved the classical uniform nucleon model, Rayleigh bubble growth model, and fresh bubble detonation model. According to calculation results, they divided the flash evaporation into three stages: initial stage, fast growth stage, and final detonation stage. Moreover, the boiling detonation time was related to fuel oil temperature and back pressure.
Film Flash Evaporation.
Chen et al. [27] believed that given high flight speed of droplets and small spraying height, droplets could arrive at the cooled surface in a short time. Hence, influences of droplet flash evaporation on spray characteristics could be neglected. The film flash evaporation model established by Cheng et al. is shown in Figure 4 . The film stays in the vacuum environment under the overheating state. It is gasified through flash evaporation and absorbs abundant heats. The heat transfer volume of film flash evaporation can be expressed as
where dm/dt is the flash evaporation mass flow. It was calculated by the interface mass transfer equation proposed in Reference [28] . This method used the vapor density difference between the two sides of the gas-liquid interface as the power of flash evaporation mass transfer based on the film penetration theory. Below the interface is the saturated vapor density corresponding to the film temperature, and above the interface is the vacuum environment. The mass transfer equation on the gas-liquid interface is
Surface ( International Journal of Aerospace Engineering where ρ l and ρ s are the saturated vapor densities of the liquid and environment, respectively. D is the mass transfer coefficient. They used water as the working medium and studied the influences of working medium flow on flash evaporation heat transfer according to this model. They also concluded that the higher flow rate of the working medium is accompanied with better performance of vacuum flash evaporation. Accordingly, the heat transfer density is higher and the temperature on the heating surface is lower.
There are few studies on the film flash evaporation model. However, many scholars have carried out numerical simulations on the complete process of spray flash evaporation. Based on a previous study [29] , Cheng et al. [23] used pure water as the working medium and established a mathematical model for the extensively complete vacuum flash evaporation spray cooling. The flash evaporation spray cooling system is shown in Figure 5 . Cheng et al. [23] pointed out that the flash evaporation spray cooling has five heat transfer processes except for the droplet flash evaporation. These five processes are as follows: (1) heat transfer between droplet and the heating surface (droplet-wall impaction, Q drop ), (2) flash evaporation heat transfer when droplets arrive at the heating surface and form the liquid film (film flash evaporation, Q flash ), (3) convective heat transfer in which the film washes the heating surface (film-surface convective heat transfer, Q f ilm ), (4) heat transfer in which the film boils on the heating surface and absorbs heats to generate small bubbles (bubble boiling heat transfer, Q bub ), and (5) heat emittance of the system to the environment in the spraying process (the system emits heat to the environment, Q envi ). Therefore, the energy conservation control equation for vacuum flash evaporation spray cooling is
where Q f lash is calculated by the method in Reference [27] . The rest processes can be expressed as follows. Q drop can be divided into two parts. One is the heat transfer when droplets run through the film:
where A drop is the surface area of droplets. The other one is the heat transfer when droplets contact the surface. It can be expressed by the ratio between the real heat exchange and the maximum possible heat transfer. According to the mass conservation equation and momentum conservation law of film movement, the empirical relation equation of Q f ilm can be gained:
where Nu f ilm is the Nusselt number of the film, and the heat transfer of bubbles in the film (Q bub ) is
Since the system can diffuse heat to the vacuum environment through radiation,
where A w is the surface area of the heating surface. Cheng et al. [23] compared the model results and experimental results, achieving good results. Influences of heat transfer characteristics (e.g., surface temperature distribution), spray pressure, spray height, and spray angle on heat transfer were analyzed.
Jet Flash Evaporation.
Jet flash evaporation generally occurs in waste emission of a manned spacecraft, starting blowdown of the rocket engine and fuel injection system of the engine. It influences the safe and effective running of space activities. An experimental study and numerical simulation on characteristics of jet flash evaporation have important significance to prevent its disadvantages and make full use of its advantages.
It is difficult to realize the complicated experimental conditions, such as vacuum environment and flash evaporation of fuel oil. Therefore, many scholars have carried out numerical studies on jet flash evaporation. Fuel oil flash evaporation in the combustor of aeroengine is a complicated nonequilibrium and multicomponent two-phase process. Lee et al. [30] tried to simulate flash evaporation flow of JP-8 fuel oil for the Lee et al. discovered that for axisymmetric flow, there is a higher vapor volume in the near-wall region than in the core region. This is caused by the nonuniform mist at the nozzle exit. They also pointed out that the future model must take flash evaporation into account. Li et al. [31] carried out a simulation study on the vacuum jet flow field by using the Fluent software based on the volume of fluid (VOF) method, κ − ε standard turbulence model, and PISO algorithm. They analyzed the vacuum jet flow field under different nozzle diameters and incidence pressures. They discovered that under the same entrance pressure, a larger nozzle diameter brings larger turbulence strength and better atomization effect. Given the fixed nozzle diameter, the jet turbulence strength achieves the best distribution and best jet flow field in the pressure range of 10-15 MPa. Moreover, they discovered that if the solubility of the target polymeric materials is neglected, the acetone solvent has better jet distribution than trichloromethane and carbon tetrachloride. Zhao et al. [32] analyzed three different jet forms which are emitted by vacuum liquid and studied the transfer conditions among different jet forms (continuous liquid jet, partial flash evaporation jet, and complete flash evaporation jet) by a kinetic study. In addition, Zhao et al. also analyzed flow characteristics of liquid flash evaporation jet. The initial supercooling ratio R P,0 was defined to determine the application range of uncompressible jet theory. Avila et al. [33] established a simulation model of jet flash evaporation under the overheating or metastabilization liquid under low pressure. They applied the MacCormack finite difference principle and divided the structural meshing in the simulation region. The conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy and the real-state equation were constructed and solved. Results conformed well to the experiment. Sim-Ocirc et al. [34] established the one-dimensional numerical model of high-dispersion jet flash evaporation. To solve the saltus equation set, the sudden phase transition on the metastable liquid jet surface was simulated into one evaporation wave. The supersonic speed expansion of the downstream two-phase mixture of the evaporation wave was analyzed from the radial direction. The radial occurrence position of the evaporation wave was predicted. Later, Vieira and Simões-Moreira [35] proved this physical model by the experimental method and observed the blocking behavior as well as the existence of the evaporation wave. Meanwhile, many scholars [35] [36] [37] have carried out abundant experiments on jet flash evaporation under low pressure.
Study on Applications of Flash
Evaporation in Aerospace 4.1. Thermal Control System of Air Vehicles. Heat management of electronic elements and heat removal in local hightemperature places in aerospace are important to stable and safe running of air vehicles [38] . However, the hostile environments in outer space, such as thin air and weight loss, have extremely high requirements on cooling technology. The flash evaporation spray cooling is to carry heat on the cooled surface by the liquid film which is formed by the atomized and sprayed droplets through physical phenomena (e.g., flow and flash evaporation boiling). Since the pressure drop of traditional spray cooling [39, 40] is not lower than the saturation pressure, no flash evaporation of droplets will occur in the falling process ( Figure 6 ). Many scholars have reviewed the traditional spray cooling [41, 42] . However, the flash evaporation spray cooling accompanied with phase transition has latent heat of vaporization, which can reach the maximum heat dissipating capacity of the working medium. Marcos et al. [43] proved through an experiment that flash evaporation spray cooling has higher coefficient of heat transfer compared with the traditional spray cooling oil. Besides, the flash evaporation spray cooling can lower temperature of the cooled surface effectively. The flash evaporation spray cooling is characteristic of strong heat transfer performance, few working media and no thermal contact resistance on the cooled surface. It possesses a promising application potentials and prospects in heat management of air vehicles. In the outer space, the natural vacuum environment provides a good low-pressure environment for the spray flash evaporation. NASA takes the vacuum flash evaporation cooling as the prior development direction of thermal control in air vehicles [44] .
There are few studies on the vacuum-based flash evaporation spray cooling. Aoki [14] carried out a theoretical analysis on the relationship of maximum coefficient of heat transfer and the vapor saturation temperature in flash evaporation under low pressure by using water as the working medium. The analytic expressions of maximum heat flux and maximum coefficient of heat transfer in the small overheating temperature range were deduced. Moreover, Aoki discovered that the maximum heat flux is proportional to the overheating temperature, but it is unrelated to the droplet size. Zhifu et al. [19] studied the spray flash evaporation by using R134a as the working medium and analyzed the characteristics of spray by the high-speed camera, phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA), and thermocouple. They give a comprehensive experimental research on the spray and thermal characteristics of the R134a flashing spray. The saturated pressure of R134a freezing medium under 25°C was 0.67 MPa [4] , which was higher than the ambient pressure. Therefore, it can develop flash evaporation under normal pressure. Zhou et al. [45] also disclosed the coupling influences of low pressure and spray distance on heat transfer characteristics in the spray flash evaporation of R134a. Figure 7(a) shows the droplet diameter (D 32 ) of spray back pressure at the spray distance of 30 mm. They found that 10 kPa is a transitional pressure, as shown in Figure 7 (a). When it is below the transitional pressure, the spray becomes more homogenous, and the droplet diameter and velocity decrease much faster. And they present the most suitable spray distance and pressure to achieve higher cooling capacity. Then, they presented a comparative study on spray characteristics of flashing spray with three volatile cryogens (R123a, R407C, and R404A) [4] . The R404A spray has the smallest droplet diameter and the largest droplet velocity, as well as 6 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering the strongest cooling capacity. Figure 7 (b) shows the droplet diameter (D 32 ) along the spray central line.
In the same time, many scholars have studied by using water as the working medium. Chen et al. [27] studied the vacuum flash evaporation spray cooling by using water as the working medium. They constructed an experimental platform for vacuum flash evaporation spray cooling (Figure 8(a) ). In the experiment, the nozzle was a 30°whirl-wind atomized solid nozzle and the experimental room was vacuumized to 3.5 kPa to simulate the vacuum environment. The heating surface in the experimental system was a copper pillar with 12 mm in diameter and was covered by insulation materials. The lower end was installed with a heater (Figure 8(b) ). The typical working condition of 30°nozzle angle, 3.3 mm spray height, and 3.95 L·h −1 flow rate of working medium was studied in the experiment. Cheng et al. [46] improved the heating system of the heating surface to realize larger heat accumulation (Figure 8(c) ). In the experiment, the commercial DANFOSS nozzle which has a pore size of 0.5 mm and a nozzle angle of 45°was used. Cheng et al. studied the influences of flow rate and spray height on heat transfer of vacuum flash evaporation cooling. They concluded the optimal flow rate and the optimal spray height. Meanwhile, they also discovered that flash evaporation spray cooling only took 1/3 flow of the traditional spray cooling to eliminate the same heat flux.
Propelling System of a Microsatellite.
A microsatellite attracts wide attentions in the world due to the short R&D period, low mass, and low cost. It has become an important development direction in the space technology. The propelling system of a microsatellite is mainly restricted by the energy consumption, volume, and weight. A cold air propelling system is used mostly. Although the cold air propelling system has simple structure, the applied gas working medium has low density. Therefore, the gas bottle has large volume and low safety performance. Subsequently, the liquefied propelling system is used more and more in order to increase the storage density. The liquefied propelling system stores gaseous working medium in the liquid state. However, the liquid working medium needs tremendous latent heat of vaporization for revaporization, which has to be supplied by electric energy on the satellite. This restricts the application of the liquefied propelling system significantly.
Wei and Guo [47] designed a flash evaporation jet propulsion program based on the flash evaporation of overheated liquid. In this program, the overheated liquid was sprayed onto the vacuum through the nozzle, developing the flash evaporation. Liquid was vaporized strongly, which generated a counterforce for propulsion. Such propelling mode was called the "flash evaporation jet propulsion program based on liquefied gas." Heat in the flash evaporation of the liquid working medium comes from sensible heat of residual liquid, which reduces demands for external energy sources. Wei and Li [48] compares the cold gas propulsion with the flash evaporation jet propulsion using the same thruster, as shown in Table 1 . Compared with the conventional cold gas propulsion program, the flash evaporation jet propulsion program has higher storage density, higher density special impulse, and lower storage pressure. They used liquid ammonia as the working medium in the ground test and flight test. They have achieved satisfying results. The test error of the thrust between the ground test and the flight test is 5% to 15.5%. The accompanied microsatellite (BX-1) of Shenzhou No.7 applied the flash evaporation jet propulsion program by using liquid ammonia for the first time [48] . The principle is shown in Figure 9 . It was tested superior for high-density-specific impulse, low system energy consumption, and simple structure. It is a propelling system suitable to a microsatellite. Table 2 shows the flight verification data for the flash evaporation jet propulsion system.
A hot-water rocket engine uses the liquid water as the propellant. The working process is mainly divided into two stages: heating and release. Water in the pressure vessel is heated firstly until reaching the preset pressure and temperature. The nozzle jet is blocked against release, and the propellant is sprayed to produce the thrust. Flow in the nozzle jet can be viewed as the process that high-temperature and high-pressure water forms the gaseous flow and liquid flow through decompression flash evaporation [49] . The basic working principle of a hot-water rocket engine is shown in Figure 10 . Since the hot-water rocket engine has high reutilization and high running safety and is environmental friendly, it can be used as the microsatellite thruster [50] . Adirim et al. [51] reviewed the development process of hot-water propelling technology and its applications on earth and space science. Sun et al. [50] designed the experimental system for the hot-water rocket engine. They obtained the influencing laws of initial pressure, nozzle diameter, and water addition on ballistics attributes in the engine. They found that the specific impulse of the engine is highly sensitive to initial pressure, but it is unrelated to the nozzle diameter or water addition. The conventional calculation formula of rocket thrust is inapplicable to a hot-water rocket engine. Sun et al. [50] also compared the thrust of the hot-water rocket engine, superheated steam rocket engine, and conventional Table 3 . It can be seen that the thrust of the hot-water rocket engine is the highest in a certain time. Next, Sun and Wei [52] simulated the flow field in hot-water rocket nozzle by numerical simulation. They divided the flow in nozzle into the single-phase flow process, flash evaporation process, and expand-accelerating process. The hot-water rocket engine is also used for rocketassisted takeoff for plane, glide in the high-speed maglev The liquid-gas conversion is sufficient, the pressure in the tank drops rapidly, and the thrust is unstable
The liquid-gas conversion is incomplete, the pressure in the tank is basically stable, and the thrust is constant Heat control demand Larger power thermal control is required Larger power thermal control is not required
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Cold air engine Gaseous ammonia Storage box 9 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering vehicle track, impetus in the field of supersonic wind tunnel, vehicle sliding and booster in the collision experiments for the start and acceleration, and so on. And a two-stage hotwater rocket (AQUARIUS X-PRO) had been successfully launched [53] . It is noteworthy that due to the complexity of the hot-rocket engine working process, its working performance requires further theoretical research.
4.3.
Oil Supply System of the Rocket Engine. Different from the propelling system of the microsatellite, the rocket engine provides power to large spacecrafts or spaceships. It requires large thrust and has more complicated structure and heavier weight compared with a microsatellite. The basic principle of a liquid rocket engine is introduced as follows. The propellant is injected by the injector into the combustor. Next, it is atomized, evaporated, mixed, and burned to generate combustion products. The combustion products are ejected at a high speed, which gives a thrust to the rocket engine. Atomization and mixing of liquid fuels are vital to the successful ignition and complete combustion of the rocket engine. Many scholars and universities have carried out many studies according to the fast evaporation in liquid flash evaporation.
Flash phenomenon may be developed at the spraying of fuel oil from the high-pressure environment to the lowpressure environment or at the heating of fuel oil in the rocket engine. Lecourt et al. [54] discovered that flash evaporation spraying increases the droplet speed and decreases the droplet size. Thompson and Heister [55] made a series of visible experimental studies on flash evaporation in the injector with a large aspect ratio. They found that flash evaporation can improve the atomization characteristics and fuel oil mixing performances and increase the combustion efficiency. In the doctoral dissertation, Thompson [56] studied the flash evaporation in many injectors with large aspect ratios through visible experiments and recorded details.
Pulsed detonation engine (PDE) is a new conceptual engine that generates thrust by intermittent or pulsed detonation waves. Pulse detonation engines are generally available in two forms. One form of PDE is the airbreathing PDE. It absorbs oxygen from the air as the oxidizing agent. Another form is the pulsed detonation rock engine (PDRE) with an oxidant. The air-breathing PDE has same basic working principle with PDE. Compared with traditional engine, PDE has simpler structure, lower cost, smaller weight and higher flight Mach number [57] . However, spraying and mixing of the liquid fuel are a key technological challenge. The existence of fuel oil droplets after the atomization hinders the detonation process. The high-performance atomizing nozzle can split fuel oil into 25 μ~70 μ. Subsequently, the split fuel oil is mixed with hot air. Fuel oil has to be evaporated before combustion. If fuel oil droplets exist, they will absorb the ignition energy and relieve the ignition restricted combustion temperature [58] . Therefore, increasing the evaporation speed of fuel oil is the key to increase the PDE performance.
The United States Air Force (USAF) Laboratory designed a flash evaporation system of fuel oil and carried out abundant studies to address this problem. Tucker et al. [59] designed and constructed a high-pressure fuel oil flash evaporation system. They heated the fuel oil to high-temperature and high-pressure by electric heating method, and then sprayed to the low-pressure environment. Fuel oil will develop flash evaporation immediately after overheated. The flash evaporation of fuel oil makes the fuel oil fully evaporated and mixed with air completely before the ignition. It eliminates the evaporation time of fuel oil droplets, shortens the ignition time and increases the combustion efficiency. In the same time, influences of octane number on ignition time and deflagration to detonation transition (DDT) time were discussed. It concluded that the ignition time was unrelated to the octane number. Both trend and magnitude of DDT are related to the octane number. Figure 11 shows the DDT time of the heptane and isooctane. Isooctane is difficult to be detonated and is lower than the stable CJ (Chapman-Jouget) wave velocity. The n-heptane is easy to be detonated and can reach or exceed the CJ wave speed. Subsequently, Tucker et al. [58] tested four different volatilities. In the doctoral dissertation, Tucker [60] introduced the experimental process and detailed characterizations. Miser et al. [61] heated the fuel oil by the waste heats in the thrust tube of PDE in the flash evaporation system of fuel oil. They make JP-8 reached the stable flash evaporation successfully. The Northwestern Polytechnical University also made associated studies. The research team of Fanwei constructed the testbed for the flash evaporation system of fuel oil to address the influences of fuel oil droplets against the PDE performance. They made a series of preliminary experiments by using water as the working medium. Li et al. [62] carried out a series of experimental studies on the indirect detonation starting of PDRE. Experimental results demonstrated that ignition delay and DDT starting time are not main factors that influence the improvement frequency of fuel oil and oxygen PDRE. According to experimental results, the flame jet ignition can make detonation starting quickly in the shorter distance. Fan et al. [63] studied influences of fuel oil preprocessing on PDRE performance. Preprocessing includes fuel oil waste heat and adding additives. They chose three fuel additives including triethylamine (TEA, C 6 H 5 N), butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) and MPG-GAPS (product of FFI Company). The residual working heats of PDRE were collected by the coaxial reverse heat exchanger to heat the fuel oil. Figure 12(a) shows the average maximum operation time of PDRE in various conditions. Figure 12(b) shows the variation detonation initiation time with operation time.
Results showed that studying preheating of fuel oil can shorten the detonation time and prolong the PDRE operation time significantly. Adding additives in the liquid kerosene also can shorten the detonation time and increase the explosibility of fuel materials. Recently, Wang et al. [64] studied the temperature distribution and thermal load in two-phase PDRE through a series of experiments. The thermal load in the propagation stage distributes evenly, but it distributes unevenly in the DDT stage.
Although there are many studies on PDRE and PDE, they are just in the laboratory test and there are still many key problems that have to be studied.
Ionic liquid propellant has high stability, environmentalfriendly and equivalent energy with hydrazine propellant. As an alternative to the hydrazine propellant in the orbital thrusters, it has attracted the attention of many researchers [65] . However, there are rare studies on the multicomponent mixed jetting process of ionic liquid propellants. Especially the spray behavior under vacuum conditions is unknown. Hendrich and Schlechtriem [66] from the Germany Astronavigation Center made a visual experimental study on flash evaporation behavior of Ammonium Dinitramide (ADN)-based ionic liquid propellants under vacuum condition. For the convenience of processing, urine was used in the experiment instead of ADN. Besides, influences of nozzle configurations were analyzed. The experiments demonstrated that the geometry parameters of the injectors have the biggest effect on the spray process. The salt concentration had lesser influence on the flashing behavior. Later, Hendrich et al. [67] also predicted the flash evaporation behavior of ADN-based ionic liquid propellant through numerical simulation. Results conformed well to experimental results.
Besides, spacecrafts and air vehicles will discharge waste liquid and blowdown of propellants to vacuum during the flight or mission execution. In this process, liquid materials develop flash evaporation upon the sharp pressure drop. This will cause large-scaled freezing of liquid, blockage of the discharge channels, and freezing of the air vehicle surface. These will influence the safe running of air vehicles significantly. The liquid flash evaporation has been used in the AmericaRussian space station. Hence, many scholars have carried out abundant studies in order to protect the safe stable running of air vehicles [37, 68] . In this paper, key attentions were paid to applications of flash evaporation, which was not introduced in detail here.
Conclusions and Prospects
This paper focuses on the application of flash evaporation technology in aerospace. Although there are many studies concerning the application of flash evaporation in aerospace, it is still in the development stage. Some conclusions and prospects are proposed.
For the Theoretical Studies
(1) Flash evaporation spray cooling is a complicated coupling of heat transfer process and mass transfer process. The existing mathematical model is not 11 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering mature to describe the flash evaporation spray cooling. Many scholars studied the droplet flash evaporation and film flash evaporation independently. These two processes influence mutually. Droplet size and speed influence the film thickness significantly. Therefore, establishing a complete and simple mathematical model of flash evaporation spray cooling has important guidance to future studies (2) Due to the complexity of droplet flash evaporation, scholars prefer to make many hypotheses to droplet flash evaporation. Everyone hypothesized that droplets keep unchanged spherical shape in the flash evaporation. However, flash evaporation is a strong process during which maintaining the spherical shape of droplets is difficult. Scholars can make further studies on this problem (3) Nowadays, the vacuum jet flash evaporation has different classifications. There is no public accepted and universal model to describe the complete process of vacuum jet flash evaporation. In future, scholars can attempt to make uniform complete description of the vacuum jet flash evaporation
For the Experimental Studies
(1) The flash evaporation spray cooling has high coefficient of heat transfer and good environmental adaptability. It is applicable to heat management of spacecrafts. However, the studies of flash evaporation spray cooling are not comprehensive compared with the conventional spray cooling. Many researchers proposed the theoretical models to study the process of the flash evaporation spray cooling. At the meantime, the flash evaporation spray cooling with water and volatile cryogens as working medium has been studied. Due to the complexity of flash evaporation spray cooling, it still stays in the experimental stage. Studies on flash evaporation spray cooling only focus on droplet size, impact speed, nozzle type, and spray angle. In future, scholars should study the flash evaporation spray cooling with reference to conventional spray cooing. Influences of roughness of heating surface, different scales and geometric structure of the heating surface, multiscale geometric structure of the heating surface, multinozzle array form, cooling medium, and mixed cooling media on heat transfer in flash evaporation spray cooling are discussed (2) The propelling systems of a microsatellite, including flash evaporation jet propulsion program and hotwater rocket engine, have been studied for a long time. They have been successfully applied to practical engineering. But the working medium is single. In the future, mixed working medium can be considered to adapt to complex situations.
(3) Adding the flash evaporation system of fuel oil to the PDRE can improve combustion efficiency. Domestic and foreign scholars have conducted a large number of experimental studies on different fuels. And some researchers used the residual working heats of PDRE to improve the flash evaporation system of fuel oil. They all achieved good results. But the flash evaporation system of fuel oil in the PDRE is only in the experimental stage, and there are still many key problems that have to be studied 12 International Journal of Aerospace Engineering
